
InInttroducroducttionion
Being grateful means being thankful. Every day there is something you 
can feel grateful for. Maybe you feel grateful for someone you love, or for 
something you did. Maybe you feel grateful for something your friend said  
to you or for something that made you laugh until your stomach hurt. It 
doesn’t matter what you are grateful for. Simply feeling gratitude can  
make your life better. 
Gratitude can make you happy when you are feeling sad. It can help you 
have more positive thoughts. When you are feeling bad about something, 
gratitude can stop your thoughts from feeling worse and worse. 
Gratitude can turn your day around when you are having feelings that are 
uncomfortable for you.
Practicing gratitude can help you feel better about yourself and other 
people. It can help you feel more hopeful. It can help you get through hard 
times. It can even help you sleep better. 
This journal will help you realize that there are many things in your life you 
are grateful for. It can help you start a practice of feeling grateful every day. 

How How tto Use o Use tthe Journal Pahe Journal Paggeses
For each journal page, start by writing the date and then circling the picture 
that is closest to how you are feeling today. After that, think of three things 
you are grateful for and write them on the lines. Finally, write or draw a 
response to the prompt at the bottom of the page. By the time you are 
done with this journal, you will have a better sense of what makes you feel 
grateful. You might be surprised by how much you are grateful for in your life. 

How How tto Use o Use tthe Final Pahe Final Paggee
As you make your way through this journal, you might forget to be grateful 
for one specific person—you! There are so many reasons to be grateful for 
the person you are. Complete the prompts in the boxes with reasons why 
you are grateful for you.
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 1.  1.   

 2.  2.   

 3.  3.   

TodaTodayy’s Da’s Datte: e: I feel:I feel:

 happ happyy mad sad calm mad sad calm

This made me happThis made me happyy  ttodaodayy::
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 1.  1.   

 2.  2.   

 3.  3.   

TodaTodayy’s Da’s Datte: e: I feel:I feel:

 happ happyy mad sad calm mad sad calm

This is one This is one tthinhingg I loo I lookk  fforward orward tto evero everyy wee weekk::
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Fill in Fill in tthe boxes wihe boxes witth reasons whh reasons whyy  yyou are ou are ggraratteeffulul  ffor or yyou.ou.

This is someThis is sometthinhingg I am reall I am reallyy  ggood aood att:: When When tthinhinggs are hard, s are hard, tthis is whahis is whatt I  I 
kknow how now how tto do:o do:

These are mThese are myy  tthree beshree bestt personali personalityty  ttrairaitts:s:

This is someThis is sometthinhingg  tthahatt ma makkes me unique:es me unique:

One imporOne importtanantt person  person tto be o be ggraratteeffulul  ffor is or is yyouou!!

 1.  1.   

 2.  2.   

 3.  3.   
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